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   Moai Solid Hydrogen Fuel Energy, Water, Gold, Currency © Patent Brand Name, Moai Crown King William IV Sovereign State Authority Seals   

             
                                                               

:Time: ~8:44 A.M. P.S.T.                           :Date:  ~10-17-2020                                                        

[To]: Ministry/Commander of British Royal Navy, [U.K.]-
Great Briton, State Capital of the ~Illinois and: 
~Massachusetts-~America, Whitehouse-Federal, DONALD 
J. TRUMP INC, and all this Worlds Leaders, Elders, 
Commanders and all the Protectorates, Enforcements of any 
Space forces of the off and inner Planetarium’s.  

[From]: King Arthur for and from Wales Kingdom, 
England, and otherwise.  

Purple=Royalty: King Arthur: 

Holy Lineage The Re-Newel 

of Love The force of Nature 
                         

                           “You-We-Us can do it” 
      I: King: Arthur for the and of the England, and its 
People, am here as the Holy Grail lineage, for the claim back 
of the Sovereignty, Holy Grail of the Wales Kingdom, 
England, Edinburgh, Scotland and Ireland as one. Also to all 
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other Native-Nations, Countries, Islanders for their 
Sovereignty of the Peoples’. Each are forbidden to have 
Country Company Names Registered in Delaware, or any 
other place and are to be now set free from Corpse 
[Corporate Dead] Jurisdiction, set forth by the Corporate 
U.K. Parliament and Corporate Crown, and by others with 
the Wrong-Volition, but by the Living People’s Native Lands 
and the Sovereign Men and Women that may live and thrive 
upon them. The lands shall be called by their prior names 
before the takeover through Corporate Fiction Land Grab 
Fraud Contracts, with the hurting of the People’s Hearts 
and Living Vitals and Energy, by the Corrupt Corporate 
States within the [United] Kingdom, Great-Britain of the 
City of London and within the [United] States of the 
America of the Washington D.C. and within the Italy of the 
Vatican City, and other territories within and around the 
World that are included with those that have been and are 
part of this Corpse[Corporate Dead]-illusion/fraud and 
cause of the harm of the Peoples’. No war of any kind will be 
tolerated, by any means of the upset/unrest upon their 
Native Peoples’ Populate. 

      Canada, America, Washington, D.C., Massachusetts and 
other territories, shall be Sovereign secondarily in Equality, 
aligned with the Wales Kingdom, Great Breton, and Europe, 
where many Immigrants have traveled across the Seas 
Southwestwardly and other ways throughout History. It is 
time to come together as one. The old Program of Democrat 
and Republican, named People of the fiction for the Conquer 
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and Control of the Earth, are over now and now over [END], 
and Time for the Sovereignty as Free People, by handling 
their own affairs by a Fair and Free structuring of their 
choosing with the balance of the honour and grace with the 
peace and neutrality and the rule one rule equal. For the 
Peoples throughout all Lands, Seas, Airway, and Space 
travel are Free for Eternal Life with the Abundance of the 
Creator[God]of the Father: Holy Trinity.                   

                                                          

“So it is!” 

:Blessings by the King: Arthur. 
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__________________________________________________ 

This document can and shall be used “Fair Usage” by anyone 
fighting for your Sovereignty anywhere, in the “Corporate” i.e. 
Corporations [Private Fraudulent Company Jurisdiction of 
authority] from the Maritime Courts of any structure upon the 
Lands i.e. Dry Docking, or Admiralty Court Martial, High Seas, 
and any Native Magistrate Land Court Authority, along with the 
Year 1834, 8 Point St. Patrick Flag, and the Flag of 1835 
Municipalities.  

You are now protected with Purple Thumb Community by King 
Arthur’s -Lady Crown’s Proclamation, by Acceptance and 
signup around the World:  www.purplethumbcommunity.com          
Jesus says: “for they know not what they do”                   
[Anyone comes against You, by Your, innocence, or Heir A-
Parent to, or Your Children, use this, and arrest the perpetrator 
no matter whom, it is your duty to all, including the call for the 
officers of protectorates adjoining, no matter to whom, or 
otherwise]  by any means of Defense.                                   
Example:    WASHINGTON D.C. CORPORATION 
https://icis.corp.delaware.gov/Ecorp/EntitySearch/NameSearch.a
spx 
https://icis.corp.delaware.gov/Ecorp/EntitySearch/NameSearch.a
spx 
https://www.bing.com/search?q=delaware+map&form=ANNTH
1&refig=7d62663a70c7477297f9b50a8c74fabb&sp=4&qs=LS
&pq=delaware&sk=PRES1HS1EP2&sc=8-
8&cvid=7d62663a70c7477297f9b50a8c74fabb                                                                
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